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Preamble  

 

The concept of making NAST smart was conceptualized by present Vice Chancellor Dr. Sunil 

Babu Shrestha. A committee was formedby him to materialize it, as follows: 

Coordinator: Prof.Dr. Ashok RatnaBajracharya – Academician, NAST 

Member Secretary:Mr. Pradeep Dhodari – IT System Engineer, NAST 

Members: 
 

Prof.Dr. Subarna Shakya  

Prof.Dr. Manish Pokharel 

Mr. Hemant Baral 

Chief, Promotion &Communication division, NAST * 

Task of this committee was to: 

 To prepare concept of making SMART NAST 

 To prepare Action Plan based on this concept 

 To identify Challenges and solutions 

 Time frame (of this mission?) 

Series of consultative meetings of this committee were held. At different stages Vice Chancellor, 

Secretary as administration chief, chief of Science faculty, chief of Technology faculty werealso 

invited for their share of input focusing on present state, facing problems and solutions for 

smartness. 

Later a brief report was presented at the First International Youth conference on Science 

&Technology& Innovationas “ SMART NAST – Initiatives” by the coordinator to share our 

initiatives with the young scientistsas well as to openly invite interested scientists to send their 

smart solution inputs at our official email address”smart@nast.gov.np”.  

Similarly, suggestions/inputs werealso sought from Academicians, Associate Academicians as 

well as all staff of NAST via this email.Two Academicians and two staff of NAST responded. 

Their inputs are cited in annex- 4 

What follows are the result of these endeavors in brief. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

*(Due to retirement of erstwhile chief and new appointment pending, this position was vacant during preparation of this report) 

 

mailto:smart@nast.gov.np
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Introduction 

 

This is the era of SMART things like Smart Phone, Smart watch, Smart License, Smart Buses, 

Smart Village, Smart City, Smart offices, etc. 

Therefore, NAST as an autonomous Apex body for Science&Technology, it has to go SMART 

in keeping with changing times to keep its organization, function and service delivery system to 

public up to date and beyond. 

More so, this is required to justify and prove the status of NAST being placedas apex bodyfor 

Science, Technology and now added “Innovation”in newly formulatedScience, Technology & 

Innovation (STI) Policy on 16 June 2019 (B.S. 1/3/2076) by Government of Nepal.Besides , 

NAST has to set itself as an exampleas well by becoming SMART, in the field of Science, 

Technology& Innovation. 

Advent of SMART NAST will be complimentary to National campaign of“Digital Nepal “which 

in turn is in keeping with ongoing trend of Digital world. 

Above all this endeavor willuplift, the very much needed, public image of NAST.  

 

To Define: 

SMART NAST will be “A paperless automated Intelligent, state of the art organization, driven 

by e- governance using ICT & AI”. In other words, it simply means use of available modern 

technology for efficient running of NAST as an organization. 

 

The needs of NAST are mainly as follows: 

 Organizational: 

 Modus operandi 

 Administration 

 Finance 

 Service  

 Human resource; 

Smart Solutions: 

Smart solutions to address above needs, thereby making NAST SMART are stated briefly 

as a concept for action plan in this report. 
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SMART SOLUTIONS: - I 

 

On Administration: 

Need based Office automation software is to be made and installedwhich will manage from day 

to day administration, finance, store toall other required office work.  

Human Resources: will be broadly categorized as Technical, Administrative, Support 

staff.  Proportionately more technical and less administrative staff and still lesser support staff 

will be relevant to the vision, mission and purpose of NAST as an Apex organization for ST&I. 

Technical Staff:to be appointed on contractual service, by quality-based selection, 

without any age/ sex/caste &creed bar and incentive/salary is to be paid onperformance-based 

basis. Current age bar and gender biasness has been a hurdle to hire best Scientists, 

Technologists and Innovators of the country. Such manpower usually become aged by the time 

they become best.It is to be noted that most of good scientists will have studied & worked for a 

long time to become good enough. 

Administrative Staff:  should be from Govt service on deputation under govt. regulation 

for vital posts like Secretary, Chief Financial officeretc.as permanent staff. After being 

automated only a minimum number of administrative staff, if any,will be required to run the 

office. 

Support staff:like cleaner, driver, security, technical assistants where necessary, are to be 

hired on contractual basisand governed by rules of autonomous NAST (insteadof Govt. 

regulation). 

Vice Chancellor, Pro-Chancellor &Chancellor of course remaining as it is. 

 

Organization:Fresh Organization and management(O&M survey) will be required for a SMART 

OFFICE.Amendment of  current Organogram may become necessary to go Smart as most 

Regular work will be done by Machine with AI, meaning more machine and less human to run 

this organization. This means more efficiency, transparency, less corruption, free from human 

error and inherent HR issues like (appointment, carrier development, promotion,allowances, 

pension or gratuity and above all the “Unions”). Financially, this may incursome one-time 

investment cost. It may be high initially but running cost will be very low.  Incidentally, reports 

on annual budgets of NAST in past fiscal years had consistently shownthat Administrative cost 
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washigherthan its program expenses. Economically, sucha situation is said to benot cost 

effective,as running cost was more than itsfunctionexpense. Going smart will hugely cut down on 

administrative cost of running NAST, making it more efficient, transparent and cost effectivethan 

present manually run administration. Thus,saved money, in turn, can be spent on more programs 

i.e.its function rendering this organization not only a cost effective but also a fruitful 

organization.  

 

Modus Operandi: 

1. By upgrading physical facilities to Smart status: see Annex-1, for example 

2. By instituting e-governance in administration,as mentioned below: 

3. By introducing online systems, latest technology, state of art facility and procedure in 

Science, Technical Innovation faculties as stated below; 

4. Proposed use of Artificial Intelligence in NAST: See below and Annex -3. 

5. Digitization of all records. Establishment of A digital Library. (see illustration in ppt) 

6. By establishment of a separate faculty of Innovation! Rationales being: 

a. To promote Innovation in the country following our new STI Policy.  

b.To fulfil aim of uplifting current position of Nepal at 109th in Global Innovation Index 

by at least 3 steps up. (Quote, Vice Chancellor’s address, 43rd Assembly of 

Academicians, 3rd Mangshir)  

c.Of these three faculties Innovation faculty will have much better prospect to prosper 

rapidly by producingresult-oriented work relevant to everyday life of people and society, 

ultimately bringing prosperity in the country. Therefore, NAST stands to gain instant 

name and fame with development of this faculty! 

  

A. SMART OFFICE SYSTEM (SOS) 

1. Internet Connectivity 

2. Wi-Fi / hotspot within the office premises 

3. Cameras with CCTVs 

4. E-Attendance 

5. Door Sensor 

6. E-Identity Cards 
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7.  GPS Installation in office’s vehicles (Cost Per Vehicles 13500 +VAT) Annual Charge 

4800 +VAT) 

 B. OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEM (OAS) 

1. HR Database 

2. A/C Database 

3. Store Database 

4. Documents Tracking, (DartaChalani / Tippani/ Memos/ Demand Form / Vehicle Demand 

Form) 

5.  e-tender for procurement 

6. Integrated Finance & accounting system in place. 

 

 C. OFFICIAL WEBSITE: for 

1. Reports/ Journal/ Proceedings/  

2. Online Application Form (vacancy, awards, comments and suggestion) 

Training for the Staff toOrient them to this new system 

 

D. ACCESS CONTROL: 

1. Main Gate  Automatic Sensor Sliding Door System    

2.Secondary Gate  Access entry by: 

  -  Card  

  -  PIN 

  -  Remote 

  -  Thumb (option) 

  - Face (option) 

  -Restricted access for high security areas. 

 

e-Government System Architecture for Nast 

Three essential infrastructures are needed for smart Nast  

 e-Gov Applications: application and services software components  
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 IT Platform: data center, application servers and storage  

 Government Info-communications Infrastructure (GII): physical network components 

SMART SOLUTIONS: - II 

 

For Science & Technology Faculty 

Smart governance in Science Technology and Innovation are as follows: 

 Science Technology and Innovation in research 

 Science Technology and Innovation data center and recovery center 

 e-service for research 

 HRD  

 e- Administration  

 

Preparations needed: 

Develop e-Government strategy plan and policy   

Develop e-administration system 

Develop Management Information System 

Establishment of NAST data center 

Supercomputers 
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Proposed steps of using Artificial Intelligence (AI) in NAST 

 

AI refers to the ability of machines to perform cognitive tasks like thinking, perceiving, learning, 

problem solving and decision making. Initially conceived as a technology that could mimic 

human intelligence, AI has evolved in ways that far exceed its original conception. 

NAST has to be rejuvenated as per the demand of industrial revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0). The features 

of IR 4.0 has to be understood and the future   technologies such as AI, Cloud Computing, Big 

Data, Internet of Things (IoTs) and Robotics which drives these features are to be used 

efficiently and effectively. In order to be in pace of new era, the business plan (flow) of NAST is 

to be understood. Redundancies are to be identified and eliminated. Routine tasks are to be 

automated using AI and other appropriate technologies. These are the following where NAST 

has to give high priority in order to achieve SMART NAST vision. 

1. Identify the business process flowin NAST(Business Plan of NAST) 

2. Apply BPR (BusinessPlan/Process Reengineering) in the existing business plan (process) 

3. Determine AI applications for each process and make a decision to adopt the types of 

machine learning algorithm (Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, 

Reinforcement Learning)  

4. Use AI in Faculty of Science, Faculty of Technology and Faculty of Technology. 

5. Research with AI. 

6. AI for climate change 

7. AI for weather prediction 

8. Robust AI is to be built.   

9. AI for security such as face recognition,  

10. Research on AI for AI 
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SMART SOLUTIONS: - III 

For Miscellaneous Items: 

Solution for NAST to Public smart communication and service: 

1.SMART NAST Mobile application: to provide easy access to information of NAST anywhere 

anytime in hand held smartphone. 

2.SMART NAST Dynamic web page not only to provide information but also to interact with 

public. 

3. SMART NAST in Social Media so popular among young generation like YouTube, 

Instagram, Twitter. for public awareness, education, notices etc. on STI  

4.SMART NAST conducting meetings via video conferences across distant places and persons 

that are recorded for minute. All Official programs are to be electronically inaugurated giving up 

traditional lighting Torches (Panus light) or worshipping gods etc. Inaugural session should be 

for names sake and nominal. Minimum speeches, more scientific talks. 

 Solutions for a SMART Conferences to be held by NAST; 

1. online registration. 

2. Bar coded Name tags for access to conference, Lunch, dinner, tea etc. 

3. Pen-drive containing all materials including abstracts of all presentation’sparticipant, 

instead of a paperback souvenir. 

4. Conference app: containing all information about the conference including program. 

5. e -inauguration  

6. Inaugural session should short and sweet.  

7. Presentation: 3 types 

a. Podium presentation: 

b. Virtual presentation:online presentation 

c. E poster presentation: 

8. Announcer or MC’should be fluent and less poetic. “Token of Love” word should be 

rephrased as “Token of Appreciation” while presenting moments. 
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SMART SOLUTIONS: - IV 

 

Some Expected features of Smart NAST: are given in PowerPoint format 
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Annex -1 Reference material 

 

E-Governance for NAST 

 

The main concept of e-governance is one of the most novel applications of Information 

Technology whereby it is changing the lives of millions across the globe. Computerization of 

Government activities makes it easier to supervise and audit, and makes the administration more 

responsive to the needs of society. It also bridges the divide between the Government and the 

people. Technologies like touch-screen kiosks help disseminate information on land records, 

photo identity cards, pending bills etc. and enable even illiterate people to take more informed 

decisions. India is leading the world in the effective use of IT for elections. 

 

Scientific progress is almost entirely dependent on the use of computers and other 

microprocessor-controlled devices. Using supercomputers, meteorologists predict future weather 

by using a combination of observations of weather conditions from many sources, a 

mathematical representation of the behavior of the atmosphere, and geographic data. Computer-

aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) programs have led to improved 

products in many fields, especially where designs tend to be very detailed. Computer programs 

make it possible for engineers to analyze designs of complex structures such as power plants and 

space stations. 

 

E-Government  

 “e-Government” refers to the use by government agencies of Information and 

Communication technologies that have the ability to transform relations with citizens, 

businesses, and other arms of government.  

 These technologies can serve a variety of different ends: better delivery of government 

services to citizens, improved interactions with business and industry, citizen empowerment 

through access to information, or more efficient government management.  

The resulting benefits can be less corruption, increased transparency, greater convenience, 

revenue growth, and/or cost reductions. 
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E-Governance 

 E-Governance/digital Governance refers to governance processes in which Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT) play an active and significant role.  

 e-governance deliver SMART governance  

             S- Simple 

             M- Moral  

             A- Accountable 

             R- Responsive  

             T -Transparent 

 

Types of E-governance  

 G2G 

 G2C 

 G2B 

 G2E  

 

Here we are specially focusingon G2G (Government to Government) and G2C (Government to 

Citizen) or rather NAST to Government and NAST to Citizen.  

 

 

Reference material Annex-2 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) for SMART NAST 

 

We are moving towards the era of industrial revolution 4.0. Entire world has been revolutionized 

with the features of previous revolution such as industrial revolution 1.0, industrial revolution 

2.0, industrial revolution 3.0 respectively except our country. We were deprived from the 

features of previous industrial revolutions. Thus, this is the high time for us to catch up the speed 

of IR 4.0 and make our country better than before.  
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Industrial revolution 4.0 consists of smart factories with smart machines which are augmented 

with wireless connection and set of smart sensors connected to a main system for the efficient 

production and proper decision making. The crux of this revolution is SMART such as Smart 

manufacturing, Smart factory, Smart city, Smart education, Smart health etc. In order to be 

Smart or to make Smart, ICT (Information communication Technologies) play the vital role. 

Future technologies such as: Artificial  

 

Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoTs), Cloud Computing, Big Data and Robotics make the 

system smarter and help the country to achieve the goals of Industrial Revolutions 4.0. 

National Academy of Science and Technology (NAST) is an autonomous apex body established 

in 1982 to promote science and technology in our country. The Academy is entrusted with four 

major objectives: advancement of science and technology for all-round development of the 

nation; preservation and further modernization of indigenous technologies; promotion of 

research in science and technology; and identification and facilitation of appropriate technology 

transfer. All these objectives can be achieved by making SMART NAST and AI is the approach 

of making SMART along with other technologies such as IoTs, Cloud Computing, Big Data and 

Robotics. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the ability of a machine to think and learn like humans. We make 

machines which can learn, think, and act as we do in our daily life. Artificial intelligence is the 

science of training machines to emulate human tasks through learning and automation and also 

the ability for the machine to learn how to apply logic and reasoning capacity to gain an 

understanding from big data sets. Machines learn from these data sets. Based upon the types of 

AI uses and implementation, AI is classified intro machine learning and deep learning. Machine 

Learning is subset of AI and Deep Learning is the subset of Machine Learning. 

 

Advances in AI have been achieved by applying machine learning to very large data sets. 

Machine-learning algorithms detect patterns and learn how to make predictions and 

recommendations by processing data and experiences, rather than by receiving explicit 

programming instruction. The algorithms also adapt in response to new data and experiences to 

improve efficacy over time. 
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The outcomes of machine learning are classified into three areas. First one is descriptive which 

describes what happened and second one is predictive that describes what will happen and 

prescriptive what is to be done to achieve the goals. These outcomes of machine learning such as 

descriptive, predictive and prescriptive can be used in NAST to know the state of arts of NAST, 

to visualize what may happen in future and the way to achieve the vision.  

Based upon the learning methods, machine learning is classified into three learning methods such 

as Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning.  In all these 

learning methods, machines learn with data. The quality of making decision by each method 

depends upon the volume and quality of data.  Supervised Learning is an algorithm that uses 

training data and feedback from humans to learn the relationship of given inputs to a given 

output.  This type of machine learning is used when we know how to classify the input data and 

the type of behavior we want to predict, but we need the algorithm to calculate it for us on new 

data. Unsupervised Learning is an algorithm that explores input data without being given an 

explicit output variable (eg, explores customer demographic data to identify patterns) and it is 

used when we do not know how to classify the data, and we expect the algorithm to find patterns 

and classify the data for us. Reinforcement Learning is an algorithm  that learns to perform a task 

simply by trying to maximize rewards it receives for its actions (eg, maximizes points it receives 

for increasing returns of an investment portfolio) and it is used  when we don’t have a lot of 

training data and we  cannot clearly define the ideal end state; or the only way to learn about the 

environment is to interact with it. 

 

Deep learning is a subset and the type of machine learning which has the huge potential to 

interpret the huge   data resources, requires less data preprocessing by humans, and can often 

produce more accurate results than different machine-learning algorithms. In deep learning, 

interconnected layers of software-based systems are known as “neurons” form a neural network 

and they interact to each other for the common goals.   The network can ingest vast amounts of 

input data and process them through multiple layers that learn increasingly complex features of 

the data at each layer. The network can then make a determination about the data, learn if its 

determination is correct, and use what it has learned to make determinations about new data.  
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NAST has to use AI system to be the Smart and meet the visions and objectives. AI makes the 

machines smart. Machine does not make the mistakes. More than 80% errors are due to human 

involvements whereas machine does not make an error.  

 

AI has the huge potentials to address the issues of SMART NAST. Before using these potentials, 

there is a need of identifying priorities areas for NAST and an institutional AI strategy needs to 

be frame worked. The strategy should include AI beneficial, AI threats, AI safety, AI ecosystem 

etc. Once the AI strategy is made then the areas where AI can be used are to be identified.  

AI refers to the ability of machines to perform cognitive tasks like thinking, perceiving, learning, 

problem solving and decision making. Initially conceived as a technology that could mimic 

human intelligence, AI has evolved in ways that far exceed its original conception. 

 

NAST has to be rejuvenated as per the demand of industrial revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0). The features 

of IR 4.0 has to be understood and the future   technologies such as AI, Cloud Computing, Big 

Data, Internet of Things (IoTs) and Robotics which drives these features are to be used 

efficiently and effectively. In order to be in pace of new era, the business flow in NAST is to be 

understood. Redundancies are to be identified and eliminated. Routine tasks are to be automated 

using AI and other appropriate technologies. These are the following where NAST has to give 

high priority in order to achieve SMART NAST vision.  
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Annex-3 

 

Prof. Dr. Ashok Ratna Bajracharya (Coordinator) 

 
Education 

Intermediate in Science (I. Sc):  Amrit Science College, Kathmandu, 

1970 
 

MBBS   : Assam Medical College,Dibrugarh,,  

Assam, India 1975 

 

M.S.(Orth) (Master of Surgery in Orthopaedics): Dhaka University, 

Bangladesh.1987 
 

M.Ch.Orth.(Master of Orthopaedic Surgery): University of Liverpool, U.K.1990 
 

Sub- Speciality   : International Fellowship in Spine  

Surgery 
             Spine Surgery, Louisville,  

Kentucky, USA, 1997. 

 
 

 

Present position: 

 Retired from Govt of Nepal Health Services, at Level 11 Chief Consultant Orthopaedic  

 Surgeon in October 2015 after 40 years of Government health service as:  

Professor & Head of Orthopaedic Surgery Department, National Academy of Medical 

Sciences, Bir Hospital and  

Executive Director,National Trauma Centre, Mahabouddha, Kathmandu, Nepal:   

Academician  :National Academy of Science and Technology, Khumaltar. Patan,Nepal 

Overseas Tutor:AFRCS Program, Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, UK Since1998 

Visiting Professor:The Tamilnaddu Dr. MGR Medical University, Chennai, India 

National Patron:Association of Spine Surgeons of Nepal,  Since 13 July 2012. 

Chairman &M.D.:Capital Hospital & Research centerPvt. Ltd, Putalisadak, Kathmandu, Nepal 

International Associate Editor: Journal of Clinical Orthopedics& Trauma, Elseveir, 
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Trainings received: 

A) CLINICA L TRAININGS:  16 in India, Malaysia, South Korea, UK, USA etc,  
B) MANAGEMENT TRAININGS: 

 

Healthcare Executive Management Development Program 

 : Organized by Dept. of Hospital Administration, AIIMS & 

WHO, Delhi, 21- 27 Oct 2012 at Goa, India 

Effective Negotiation Skills forsuccessful Businessmen: By Forum P Ltd, Kathmandu,2010 

 

Senior Executive Development Program : for Gazetted class I Officers ofGovt of Nepal by                                 

Nepal administrativeStaff college, 2009,  

 

Training forExaminers: by National Academy of Medical Sciences, Kathmandu, 2005. 

 

Postgraduate Teachers’ training for Research Methodology: NAMS, Kathmandu, Feb 2005 

 

General AdministrativeTraining:Administrative College, Ministry of GeneralAdministration  

   Nepal 1980. 
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Prof. Dr. Subarna Shakya (Member) 

 

Present position: 

Professor of Computer Engineering, Dept of Electronics & 

Computer Engineering, Institute of Engineering, Pulchowk, T.U 

Member of National Information Technology Advisory 

  Committee, Government of Nepal 

Member, Board of Studies (BOS), South Asian University, New 

Delhi, India. 

Member, Academic Council, Purbanchel University, Nepal 

Chairman, Computer Engineering Subject committee, Ministry 

of Education, National Curriculum Development Center, 

Sanothimi, Bhaktapur. 

Academic Qualifications: 

MSc and PhD degrees in Computer Engineering from the Lviv 

Polytechnic National University, Ukraine, 1996 and 2000. 

 

 

Research Area  

E-Government system, Computer Systems & Simulation,Distributed & Cloudcomputing, 

Software Engineering & Information System, Computer Architecture, Information Security for 

E-Government, Multimedia system 

Recent Publications: 42 

Book Chapter Publications: 2 
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Prof. Dr. Manish Pokharel (Member) 

 

Education 

Post Doctorate   Korea Aerospace University, South Korea 

[Feb 2012 to Jan 2013] 

PhD in E-government  Korea Aerospace University, South Korea 

[Sep 2007 to Aug 2011] 

Master of Engineering Birla Institute of Technology & Science,  

(BITS), Pilani, India 

(Software System)  

Bachelor of Engineering Karnataka University, India  

(Computer Science)  
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  Hemanta Raj Baral, ICT Consultant (Member) 

 

Job Profile: 

 

 Consultant for Smart City, Data Centre and ICT 

Projects 

 ICT Projects Management 

 Training for the Trainers (Front Desk, Presentation 

Skills, Customer Service,  

Leadership Dev 

 Teaching GCSE/GCE level IT courses 

 Ms. Office Expert (ECDL – British Computer 

Society certitifed) 

 Web Design, Upload and update using FTP 

 Graphics/Desktop Designing 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Educational Qualification: 

 

Level Year Institution 

MSc - Network 

Security 

2010 Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge/Chelmsford, The United 

Kingdom 

P.G. Diploma in 

Information Security   

& Assurance 

2009 ABP (The Association of Business Practitioner) – School of 

Information Risk Management, London, The United Kingdom 

Bachelor in 

Computer Science 

2008 Barbican University – Stratford College London, London, The 

United Kingdom 

Bachelor in Business 

Studies (BBS) 

2004 TU, Nepal Commerce Campus, Minbhavan, Kathmandu 

Diploma in Electrical 

Engineering 

1996 Tribhuvan University, Institute of Engineering, Purwanchal 

Engineering Campus, Dharan, Nepal 
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Pradeep Dhodari(Member Secretary) 

 
Qualification 

 
2018 Master of Public Administration[MPA] 

Public Administration Campus, T.U., Nepal 

 

2015  Master of Science in Information Technology [MScIT] 

College for Professional Studies, Kathmandu, Nepal  
 

 
Professional Course  
 

• Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE)  

• Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA) 

• Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) 

 

 
Other Course 

 Professional training in Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), (CISCO Certified 

Network Associate Track) 

 Professional training in Oracle Certified Professional (OCP), (Database Administration 

Track) 

 Professional training in Red Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE), (System, Network 

Administration and Security Track) 

 Training program in "Decision Support System (DSS)" Computer Application Program 

 Training program in "Design and Management of Infrastructure using IT"  

 Diploma in Computer Hardware and Networking  

 Professional Training in Geographic Information System (GIS), in Natural Resource 

Management  

 Training program in Networking (A+, N+) and ITIL 

 SW Education Professional Course  
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Annex -4 

 

Suggestions Received 

 

A.From Academicians: 

1. Prof. Dr. Ganga Shrestha 

NAST Academician 

 

Respected Sir, 

Thank you for your mail. As a statistician, i have designed rough format related to data in each 

ward level. This may help in generating data related to each ward, Palika, Province and Federal 

Nation which can further be used for planning and policy making as well in monitoring and 

evaluation of nation's development. I have attached the format. 

With regards 

Sincerely, Ganga Shrestha 

Academician NAST 

 

This is a suggestion related to data which may prove to be valuable in progress of various wards, 

Municipalities, Province and Federal Structure of Democratic Republic of Nepal. 

Data collection related to socio, economic, demographic, environmental and cultural features 

should be there in every WARD. This data has to be regularly monitored and evaluated. A 

format has been designed for each WARD. 

The data will also give idea about basic necessities demanded by people living in ward – related 

to water supply, open space/parks, waste management, electric poles and lights 

The demographic profile whole ward can also be known from above data – number of elderly 

people/adults/married couples/adolescents/children so services demanded by the ward population 

can be estimated. This data is important from security point of view and also to assess socio 

economic potential of the WARD  
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2.Dr. Gopal Bdr. KC  

NAST Academician 

 

Dear Pradeep ji 

It is a good idea to have good rules at first for smartness, then implementation. I have following 

suggestions.  

1. Fulfill all vacancies unbiasly.  

2. Follow proper monitoring, evaluation, reward and punishment system. 

3. Make proper use of lab equipment and chemicals. Do not buy unnecessary things to pile up as 

a junk. 

4. Heads should follow the rules first of all by sitting on chair whole office time. 

5. Do not centralize power but decentralize and monitor well. 

6. Try to have timely promotion of the staves in competition basis. 

7. Minimize politics as much as possible.  

8. Provide opportunities to competent staves for career development.  

9. Have weekly discussions of heads with VC and secretary for better management. 

10. Make efficient use of each staff. Do not leave them idle. 

11. Try to create/provide better working environment to each staff. 

12. Try to have national and international collaborations as much as possible in mutual benefit 

basis. 

 

Thank you  

 

B. From Staff of NAST: 

1. Mr. Govinda Prasad Subedi 

smart nastबनाउनकाेे लागि म्यानेजमेन्ट smartचाहियाेे म्यानेजमेन्ट भन्नाले उपकुलपति देखि िल िेट पालेसम्म 

सवै । संकाय मािाशािाकाेे नेितृ्व ववज्ञ प्राग्यिरुबाट िुनु राम्रो िाेेला कक जस्िो लाग्दछ । सगचवकाेे तनयुक्ति 

मन््ाायमा जस्िै मन््ीपरषदबाट याेेग्य ५८ बषष उमेर िद भभ्कै प्रशासन चलाउन अनुभबी मान्छे तनयुति 
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िुनेब्यबस्था िुनु राम्रो। अहिले सम्म चलेका कायषक्रमले सम्मधृ नेपाल सुिी नेपाली भन्ने सरकरको कायषक्रमलाई 

सम्बोधन िलाषजस्िो लािेन यो मेरो ३४/३५ बषषको अनुभवको कुराले ...... 

लेिा प्रणालीमा सरल सफ्टवयेर प्रयोि िरर ब्यपक सुधार िनुष पने । अगधकार बबकेन्ृकरन िरर सानातिना 

तनणषयको लागि पतन उपकुलवप र सगचव किााँ पुग्न नपराेेस । िररद प्रकक्रया पादषसी,सरल,िुणस्िर  िुनुपने । 

कमषचारीको बिृी बबकास िुनु पने , तनयममा भएको पेन्सन वा उपदान ब्यबस्था लािु िनष ब्यबस्थापनले पिल िरर 

छाेेड्न चािाने पुेुेुराना कमषचारीिरुलाइ छाेेड्ने वािावरण बनाई अहिलेकाेे सवै भसस्टममा किट िुने smart 

कमषचारी सोसष िोसषमा िोइन लोकसेवाबाट प्रतिस्पधाष िराइ आवस्यक कमषचारी भनाष िनुष उपयुेुति िोला .......। 

रास्रमा दैववक प्रकोप परेको बेलामा nastले अग्र स्थानमा आिुलाइ उभ्याउने । ....... िने चािना नै राख्न ेिो भने 

कति छन ्कति .......।  

-िोबबन्द प्रसाद सुदेदी । 

नास्ट । 

Translated into English as follows: - 

• For smart NAST management should be smart including low level staff to high 

designated staff.   

• Faculty and division should be led by academician. 

• While appointing NAST Secretary he or she should be qualified and age below 58. 

• Accounting system software should be implemented as the earliest. 

• Authority should be decentralized to the faculty and division head. 

• Staff motivation program (e.g. promotion, training), should be implement by the 

management. 

• Staff recruitment should be governed by Public Service Commission.  

• During the catastrophic events NAST role should be at the top. 
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2. From Mr.DinBandhu Parajuli 

cj:yf 

tTsflng /f]gfi6 xfnsf] gfi6 

/fhfåf/f k|1f;efsf] cWoIftf ug]{ k|wfgdlGqåf/f k|f1;efsf] cWoIftf ug]{ 

lalzi6 >]0fLsf pks'nkltnufot( 

hgfkbflwsf/L x'g] Aoa:yf 

pks'nklt/ ;lradfqkbflwsf/L 

la1fg tyfk|lalwdGqfnogePsfn] w]/} 

sfdlyP 

la1fg tyfk|lalwdGqfnoePsfn] ;dGao 

ug{' kg]{ 

/f]gfi6 P]g @)$* ePsf] P]g ;do cg's'n ;+zf]wgx'g' kg]{ 

kbflwsf/L / sd{rf/Lsf] /fd|f] ;dGaox'g] kbflwsf/L / rfs8L ug]{sd{rf/Lsf] /fd|f] 

;dGaox'g] 

la=;+=@)$* df nueu @)) sd{rf/L lyP Xfnnueu !)) dfq :yflosd{rf/L 5g\ 

kbflwsf/L / sd{rf/L lar /fd|f] ;+rf/ ePsf] kbflwsf/L / sd{rf/L lar /fd|f] ;+rf/ gePsf] 

l6ddf sfdug]{aftfa/0f ePsf] l6ddf sfdug]{aftfa/0f gePsf] 

!@) /f]kgLhldgePsf] elgPsf] *) /f]kgLdfq 5 elgPsf] 

 

नास्टलाई स्िुिष र चुस्ि बनाउन सल्लाि सुझाव 

 g]kfnsf] ;+lawfg @)&@ adf]lhd gfi6 P]g ;+zf]wgx'g' kg]{ . 
 sd{rf/L a9'jf / lgo'lQm !@ aif{ b]lv x'gg;s]sfn] kbk'lt{ ;ldltsf] Aoa:yfx'g' 

kg]{ . 
 :km't{ / r':tagfpgpks'nklt / ;lrasf ;fydfslDtdf la1fg,k|lalw,k|a4{g,k|zf;g-

;fdfGo / sd{rf/L_,of]hgf,glas/0fLo phf{ cflb ;+sfo,zfvfx?df lalzi6 >]l0fsf jf 
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k|f1 jf ;x k|f1 nfO{ k'/f jfcf+lzs ;do ;+of]hsagfO{ rf8f] lg0f{o ug]{ 

Ifdtfagfpg' k5{ . 
 kbflwsf/L,k|f1 / sd{rf/L lar ;+alGwtlaifosfAolQmx? ;lDdlntagfO{ l6d 

lgdf{0f ug{'sf ;fy} la1fg tyfk|lalwsfpknlAwx? ;a{;fw/0f hg:t/ ;dIf k'—ofpg' 

kg]{ . 
 

 

 

 

Translated into English: 

Situation Analysis: 

RONAST then NAST now 

 

King chaired academician assembly Prime minister chairs it now 

Nine officials including special class VC VC& Secretary are the only officials 

Work load high in absence of S&T Ministry With existence of S&T ministry coordination 

is required. 

RONAST promulgated in 2048 Needs to be updated 

Roughly 200 staff were there in 2048 Currently only 100 roughly 

Good communication between staff & office 

beares 

Not so good communication these days 

Conducive environment for team work then Not now 

Said to have 120 Ropani of land Said to have only 80 Ropanis of land 

 

Suggestions to make NAST SMART: 

 NAST promulgation should be rectified in keeping with constitution of Nepal 2072 

 Appointment & promotion of staff have not taken place since last 12 years. Human 

resource recruitment committee is to be formed for this purpose. 
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 For a smart NAST, besides V.C &Secretary, there must be special class or academician 

or Associate academician should be appointed either as part time or full-time coordinator 

to run faculties/divisions of Science, Technology, Innovation, renewable energy, 

planning &general administration in order to build capacity to make quick decisions. 

 Academicians, officials and staff from relevant fields should get together to form team to 

work and achievements must be made public. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annex: 5 

 

Some steps already initiated by this committee towards achieving SMART NAST: 

1. Sensor operated Sliding Door at the entrance of NAST building 

2. NAST Mobile App developed  

3. NAST Account software with features like: notices,citizen charter, activities,events, 

contact us, updates. Nast meetingsetc. 

4. CCTV cameras 

5.  SMART conference with online registration, e-inauguration, pen drives instead of 

paperback souvenirs, conference program in the app etc. in the International youth 

conference on Science, Technology & Innovation held by NAST recently in 21-13 

October 2019. 
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